I am a second-year pharmacy student at the University of Toronto, and this morning I received your journal in my mailbox. The article on veterinary pharmacy 1 grabbed my attention, and so I tore open the plastic cover to read it and rushed off to school. I read most of the journal in the subway, and I must say that I was very pleasantly surprised. Thank you for a great issue! I do not usually write to journals, but I wanted to let the authors (Frankel, Kusno and Louizos) know that their article was excellently written, beautifully organized and extremely relevant! I work at a pharmacy part-time and have seen canine levothyroxine prescriptions and have also had people inquire about insulin for cats. This article would have been an excellent resource for me prior to those experiences. At least now I know about prednisolone, OTCs and companion animals! -Natalie Ternamian Toronto, Ontario
